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Abstract 
A numerical simulation approach has been adopted to investigate the effect of location of zero Gauss plane (ZGP) 
on oxygen concentration at crystal melt interface for growth of Silicon single crystal using Czochralski (CZ) 
method. ZGP location for the CUSP magnetic field has been moved above and below the melt free surface by 10% 
of the melt height. Crucible melt of aspect ratio 1, 0.5 and 0.25 have been taken into consideration. Oxygen 
concentration at crystal melt interface reduces with reduction of melt aspect ratio, irrespective of the ZGP location. 
Melt flow structure for low aspect ratio breaks down into two toroidal cells as compared to single cell structure for 
higher melt aspect ratio. Oxygen concentration at crystal melt interface varies along the radius of the crystal for high 
aspect ratio melt.  Effect of change of location of ZGP on oxygen species incorporated into growing crystal depends 
on the melt aspect ratio.  
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Nomenclature 
 
g  gravitational acceleration, m/s2 
R crucible radius, m 
H            melt height, m 
Pr  Prandtl number  
Is    source term in Eq. (1) 
 T  temperature, K 
 Z coordinate along crucible axis 
 R           coordinate along crucible radius 
Vz           velocity component along Z coordinate 
Vr           velocity component along R coordinate 
ZGP       zero gauss plane 
AR         melt aspect ratio (H/R)  
Ra          Rayleigh number 
 
 
Greek symbols 
α   thermal diffusivity, m2/s 
I    scalar variables in Eq.(1) 
IJ   diffusion term in Eq. (1) 
υ   kinematic viscosity, m2/s 
ρ   density, kg/m3 
 
 
1. Introduction 
Method for growth of single crystal from melt inside a crucible was first proposed by Jan Czochralski in 1916(1). 
Over the years, the original method has undergone numerous modifications leading to the state of the art facilities 
used to grow commercial high grade, large size single crystals. Stringent quality requirements of present day 
semiconductor components call for control of growth process that is used to grow the bulk crystal.  
Czochralski process in its current form is a highly evolved version of basic method, with complex set of 
interacting flow control mechanism. Natural convection owing to temperature dependent density variation along 
with forced convection owing to crystal and crucible rotation and surface tension gradients at the free melt surface, 
are responsible in setting up complex melt motion inside the crucible. Externally imposed magnetic field to control 
the melt motion is a norm rather than a choice in present day state of the art crystal growth setup. 
 
Silicon single crystal grown using CZ technique make use of quartz crucible. Molten silicon attacks the quartz 
surface which results in release of oxygen form the crucible. Oxygen incorporated into bulk crystal depends on 
crucible wall temperature, surface area of crucible wetted by melt and evaporation of oxygen at free melt surface 
(2,3). Melt motion is the main driving mechanism for the transport of oxygen as the value of Schmidt number for 
oxygen in silicon high, which indicates relative lower molecular species diffusivity in comparison to molecular 
momentum diffusivity. Externally imposed axial and transverse magnetic field have been explored to control 
oxygen concentration at the growing crystal melt interface (4,5,6,7,8). A CUSP magnetic field owing to two coaxial 
circular loop carrying current in opposite direction, around the melt crucible is one of the non intrusive techniques to 
control the complex melt motion inside the crucible and has been investigated by many researchers (9,10,11). 
 
In actual practice, with growth of solid crystal, the melt height in the crucible reduces which in turn reduces the 
strength of buoyant convection. Also enforcing the zero gauss plane (ZGP) for a CUSP magnetic field to coincide 
exactly with the melt free surface calls for stringent control of movement of crucible along the axis or movement of 
current carrying coils. This might lead to misalignment of the ZGP in relation to melt free surface. Reported 
literature has contradicting results for oxygen concentration variation with change of ZGP location. Few reports 
(12,13,14) suggest an increase in oxygen concentration as ZGP moves below the melt free surface. Experimental 
work of Hirata and Hoshikawa (15) show increase in oxygen concentration in as the ZGP moves towards crucible 
bottom. Numerical simulation results of Kakimoto et al. (12) reported a relatively lower oxygen concentration in 
case when ZGP coincides with the melt fee surface.  
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An effort has been made to investigate oxygen concentration at melt crystal interface with change of location of 
ZGP in relation to the melt free surface, for different stages of crystal growth characterized by lowering of melt 
height inside the crucible. 
2. Mathematical Model 
     Geometry considered for numerical investigation is shown in Fig:1. Buoyancy force arising out of temperature 
dependant density variation is the only melt flow mechanism considered. Flow is assumed to be steady, axis 
symmetric and Newtonian constant fluid properties. Variation of density is taken into account using Boussinesque 
approximation. Governing equation of mass, momentum, energy and species conservation solved numerically can 
be expressed in general given by equation (1). Values of scalar variable I , diffusion coefficient IJ and source 
terms IS for the conservation equations in non dimensional form are specified in Table:1. Both, crystal and crucible 
are assumed to be stationary. Melt free surface is assumed to be flat with no shear force along the surface. 
Components of CUSP magnetic field have been calculated as per equation (2).  
    II IJI SV x x                                                                                                                            (1) 
 
rB z),-2(ARB rz                    (2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rayleigh number that characterizes strength of natural convection is taken to be 1.0e05 and Prandtl number for 
silicon is 0.011. Magnetic interaction parameter which signifies strength of Lorentz force compared to viscous force 
is fixed as 10000. Melt aspect ratio defined as ratio of melt height to crucible radius reduces with growth of crystal. 
Crystal growth stages characterized by melt aspect ratio of 1, 0.5 and 0.25 have been considered for numerical 
investigation. Location of ZGP has been varied by altering the equation for axial component of magnetic field. 
Three separate location of ZGP of interest for the present numerical investigation are, ZGP at the melt free surface 
(case1), ZGP below (case2) and above (case3) the melt free surface by 10% of the melt height. Boundary conditions 
used for numerical simulation are specified in Table: 2.  
 
Oxygen released from quartz crucible diffuses into silicon melt and then carried further by melt convection. 
Oxygen impurities react at the melt free surface to from SiO with is highly volatile and thus evaporates form the 
surface. Oxygen release from quartz crucible is expressed as function of temperature by as given by H. Hirata and 
K. Hoshikawa (16). Value of Schmidt number for oxygen in silicon is taken to be 10. 
 
 
Table 1 
Summary of governing equations in non dimensional form 
Equation Scalar  
Diffusion coefficient 
IJ  Source term IS  
Mass conservation 1 0 0 
Radial momentum conservation 
rV  1 
r
P
w
w  
Axial momentum conservation 
zV  1 T
Pr
Raw
w
z
P  
Energy  T 
Pr
1  0 
Oxygen species  
conservation 
C 
Sc
1  0 
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Table 2 
Boundary conditions in non dimensional form 
Crucible wall and bottom 1C1,T,0V,0V rz      
Axis 
0
C
,0
T
,0
V
,0
V rz  w
w w
w w
w w
w
rrrr
 
Melt free surface 
1.0r4.0 d  0,0T,0z
V
,0V rz   w
w w
w C
z
 
Melt crystal interface 
0.4r0 d  0z
C
0,T,0V,0V rz  w
w    
     Governing conservation equation have been solved using finite volume method and primitive variable 
formulation. SIMPLE algorithm due to S. Patankar (17) has been used for pressure velocity coupling. Rhie Chow 
interpolation (18) has been used for correction of mass flux at the interior control surface. Careful selection of grid 
point distribution had been made and result of numerical code has been compared with test case discussed in 
benchmark results of A.Wheeler (19), for validation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
Results of numerical investigation are presented in two separate sections. Effect of change of melt aspect ratio 
keeping ZGP at the crystal melt interface are presented first followed by results showing effect of change in ZGP 
location in relation to the melt interface. 
 
3.1 Effect of change of melt aspect ratio 
 
Variation of oxygen concentration at the crystal melt interface for different aspect ratio is shown in Fig: 2. The ZGP 
is located at the melt free surface for all three aspect ratio. Oxygen concentration is found to decrease with reduction 
in melt height characterised by lower aspect ratio. Also, the lower aspect ratio melt shows a remarkable uniform 
distribution of oxygen species at the crystal melt interface, a characteristic vital for growth of good quality single 
 
Crystal 
melt 
Interface 
Free melt surface 
Silicon Melt 
Crucible bottom 
r = 0.4 Axis (z) 
Gravity vector 
Radius (r) 
 
Fig.1. Schematic of Czochralski growth system used for simulation 
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crystal. On the other hand, significant variation of radial oxygen concentration exists, nearer to the crystal surface 
for a large melt height. 
 
      Streamline contours inside the melt for all three aspect ratio is shown in Fig: 3. Strength of buoyancy driven 
flow reduces with reduction in melt height inside the crucible. Flow strength near the crucible bottom in zone 
adjacent to wall is significantly slower owing to action of Lorentz force. Crucible base and wall wetted by melt acts 
as source of oxygen which is then advected by bulk flow. Single cell rotating in anti clockwise direction for melt AR 
of 1 carries oxygen to the growing crystal melt interface. Owing to relatively strong flow coupled with larger wetted 
area at the crucible wall, the oxygen concentration at the crystal melt interface is found to be higher. Oxygen free 
melt flowing along the melt free surface meets the crystal surface resulting in low oxygen concentration at crystal 
periphery. Bulk flow carries and transfers oxygen from crucible wall and bottom to zone below crystal melt 
interface near the axis, resulting in a higher oxygen species concentration for AR of 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
For melt AR of 0.25, flow inside the melt is characterised by to cell rotating in opposite direction. Heated fluid 
rising along the crucible wall experience loss of momentum and turns towards the crucible bottom in zone adjacent 
to crystal periphery. This in turn drives a low strength clockwise rotating cell below the crystal melt interface, near 
the axis. Twin effect of low flow strength as well as reduced exposure of flow cell below the crystal to the crucible 
wetted surface, results in significantly lower oxygen concentration at the crystal melt interface.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Oxygen concentration at crystal melt interface with ZGP at crystal melt interface. 
 
Fig.3. Streamline contours for melt aspect ratio of 1, 0.5 and 0.25, with ZGP at the melt free surface. 
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3.2 Effect of change of ZGP position in relation to melt free surface 
 
Effect of change of ZGP location in relation to the melt free surface, on oxygen incorporated in the growing crystal 
is shown in Fig: 4. Case 1 corresponds to ZGP at melt crystal interface. ZGP below and above the melt free surface 
by 10% of the melt height is characterised as case 2 and case 3 respectively. It can be seen that for melt aspect ratio 
of 1, the oxygen concentration at crystal melt interface increases when ZGP moves into the melt and decreases if  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ZGP is above the melt free surface. For lower melt height characterised by AR of 0.25, the effect is opposite to that 
for AR of 1. The flow strength inside the melt, for AR value of 1 is found to increase for case 2 and decrease for 
case 3 as seen in Fig:5. This is owing to fact that size of melt zone  under effect of Lorentz force increases when 
ZGP moves above the melt free surface. Movement of ZGP above or below the melt free surface, for AR of 0.25 has 
no significant change in flow situation below the crystal melt interface. Thus the radial variation of oxygen species 
in bulk crystal for AR of 0.25 with change in ZGP location is insignificant when compared to that for AR of 1 as 
seen in Fig: 3. 
 
For melt aspect ratio 0f 0.5, oxygen concentration at crystal melt interface is found to increase for case 2 as well as 
case 3. However the increase in concentration as well as distribution of oxygen species does not show a significant 
variation as shown in Fig: 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4. Oxygen concentration at crystal melt interface with ZGP at melt free surface (case1), ZGP below melt  
           free surface (case2), ZGP above melt free surface (case3). (a) Aspect ratio 1 (b) Aspect ratio 2 (c) Aspect ratio 3 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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4. Conclusions 
    Melt aspect ratio and location of ZGP plane in relation to melt free surface have significant effect on oxygen 
incorporated into growing crystal. Oxygen concentration at crystal melt interface reduces with reduction in melt 
aspect ratio, irrespective of location of ZGP. Effect of location of ZGP, below or above the melt free surface on the 
oxygen concentration depends on the melt aspect ratio. Change of location of ZGP above or below the melt free 
surface effects oxygen concentration at melt interface significantly during initial stage of crystal growth, 
characterized by higher melt aspect ratio. Oxygen concentration at the crystal melt interface dose not varies 
significantly with change in ZGP location for lower melt aspect ratio. There exists significant radial variation of 
oxygen species distribution in growing crystal for higher melt aspect ratio and the variation is almost insignificant 
for low melt aspect ratio. 
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